Management of dementia and depression utilizing in-home passive sensor data
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\textbf{Purpose} This study investigates whether motion density maps based on passive infrared (PIR) motion sensors and the average time out and average density per hour measures of the density map are sensitive enough to detect changes in mental health over time.

\textbf{Method} Within the sensor network, data are logged from PIR motion sensors which capture motion events as people move around the home. If there is continuous motion, the sensor will generate events at 7 second intervals. If the resident is less active, events will be generated less frequently. A web application displays the data as activity density maps showing events per hour with hours on the vertical axis and progressive days on the horizontal axis. Color and intensity provide textural indications of time spent away from home and activity level. Texture features from the co-occurrence matrix are used to capture the periodicity pattern of the activity (including homogeneity, local variation, and entropy) and are combined with the average motion density per hour and the average time away from home. The similarity of two different density maps is represented by a number that is computed in feature space as the distance from one map to the other, or a measure of dis-similarity. Employing a retrospective approach, density maps were compared with health assessment information (Geriatric Depression Scale, Mini Mental State Exam, and Short Form Health Survey-12) to determine congruence between activity pattern changes and the health information. A case by case study method, analyzed the density maps of 5 individuals with identified mental health issues. These density maps were reviewed along with the averages of time out of apartment per day per hour and average density per hour for hours at home and mental health assessment scores to determine if there were activity changes and if activity patterns reflected changes in mental health conditions.

\textbf{Results & Discussion} The motion density maps show visual changes in the client’s activity, including circadian rhythm, time away from home, and general activity level (sedentary vs. puttering). The measures are sensitive enough, yielding averages of time out of apartment and average density per hour for hours at home that indicate significant change. There is evidence of congruence with health assessment scores. This pilot study demonstrates that density maps can be used as a tool for early illness detection. The results indicate that sensor technology has the potential to augment traditional health care assessments and care coordination.
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As with other medical problems, the risk of depression and dementia in the elderly increases with other illnesses and with declines in functional abilities\textsuperscript{1}. One conceptual framework that may be employed to assist in the detection of changes in mental health status is the Early Illness Detection Model. This model can be used to identify typical patterns of decline including plateaus and step downs that depict functional changes. Coupled with the deployment of sensor systems in the homes of older adults, and utilizing density mapping, changes in activity patterns that are likely to be associated with depression and dementia can be detected earlier with the goal of alerting health care practitioners of changes in medical conditions. Early alerts allow for medical interventions to be addressed sooner, which assists in the management of disease processes\textsuperscript{1-4}. This article will describe the Early Illness Detection Model and the density mapping technology produced from a passive sensor system. Using a retrospective perspective, a case by case study analysis will be presented using the model and technology to track activity patterns associated with dementia and depression. This approach is used in an attempt to illustrate the use of this model for the management of behavioral health issues.
elders age including plateaus where no measurable decline occurs and precipitous step-downs marked by dramatic functional declines, often the result of a significant health event or change in health status. The underlying premise is that if the beginning of the change or decline can be identified early through the use of technology enhancements, then medical interventions can be offered earlier and in a timely manner in order to stop or slow down the decline.\(^5\) The result is increased functional ability and independence over the current trend.

For older adults with chronic illnesses, their baseline for normal activity level and functional ability may change with each of their health events (Figure 1).\(^6\) It starts with a normal baseline of functioning which is disrupted by a health event and a decline. This decline is followed by a plateau or new baseline of functional ability. This new baseline is maintained until the next serious health crisis or event.

Functional declines often herald episodes of acute illness or exacerbation of chronic illness.\(^7\) Delay in recognition of these events and appropriate notification of care providers leads to delayed treatment, delayed recovery, and higher risk of morbidity and mortality.\(^8\) The key to continued function and independence is to identify problems (acute illness, exacerbation of chronic illness) while they are still small - before they become big problems - and offer timely interventions designed to change the trajectory in functional decline.\(^9\)

The original early illness detection model was developed to depict changes and exacerbations of physical illnesses (Figure 2).\(^10,11\) As stated above, this model is predicated on the theory that if physical illnesses and exacerbations in illnesses are detected earlier, medical intervention can be provided and the illnesses are treated before the medical condition becomes severe.\(^9,10\) Using sensor technology, our earlier work specifically looked at increases or decreases in bed restlessness, heart rate and respirations, amount of time in bed, and decreases in general activity and time away from apartment. Clinical indicators included verbal complaints, decreased walking, difficulty standing up, changes in vital signs, falls, and pain complaints. Our previous research has indicated that this model does indeed identify medical problems earlier and through timely intervention, residents have been able to avoid premature nursing home placement.\(^9,10\)

This study applies the model to detect early onset and exacerbations of episodes of dementia and depression. Technology in the form of sensor networks, offers an alternative approach that may be more feasible, cost effective and less intrusive in monitoring such illnesses.\(^12\) Our revised version of the Early Illness Detection Model has been modified for use with dementia and depression (Figure 3). This model guides the sensor system refinement and tracks the outcomes which are specific to early illness detection and clinical management of two behavioral health issues and the exacerbations of these illnesses. The same major premise drives this revised model-detection of early onset and/or exacerbations of mild dementia or depression, providing optim...
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opportunities for early clinical treatment of these behavioral health problems. Changes in activity patterns serve as an alert that further assessment is in order. Once activity pattern changes are identified then additional assessments can occur earlier. If illnesses and exacerbations are detected and managed at an earlier stage, it can prevent excessive visits to physicians’ offices with undifferentiated complaints, ER visits, hospitalizations and/or transfers to intermediate care facilities. To detect activity pattern changes, a precursor for both dementia and depression, the identification of changes in participants’ level of regular or baseline activities is key to early recognition of changes in mental health status. Dementia and depression can both present with either decreases in activities and normal patterns of behavior or increases in activities and normal patterns of behavior. For instance, early symptoms of depression can manifest as an increase in sleep activity or a decrease in sleep activity. Early onset of dementia can present with increase in wandering out of the apartment or it might present with decreases in venturing away from the apartment. Therefore, it is important to measure each participant’s regular or normalized patterns of behavior in a baseline information assessment that can be obtained through medical assessments, interviews, clinical observations and technology enhancements. This baseline can then be compared with any changes in activity or patterns of behavior that are indicated by the sensor data and clinical observations. This baseline will change over time with each episode of functional decline.

**Method**

**Sample**

The sample population was drawn from residents at TigerPlace, which is an independent living facility that emphasizes the promotion of research and the development of new technologies that can eventually be expanded to other settings. TigerPlace is based on an aging in place philosophy, so the intent with residents is to help them remain in their apartments and maintain independence as long as possible. Residents pay a monthly fee to live at TigerPlace, and if additional nursing or rehabilitative care is required, they pay extra for care packages. There are 65 residents at TigerPlace, 46 women and 19 men. All of the residents are white with the exception of one Asian male. There are 12 married couples and the 41 remaining residents are single. The age range is from 69 to 95 years. About 80% of the residents have at least one chronic disease, and many have more than one. Common chronic diseases include diabetes, heart disease, and arthritis. A few have early stage dementia related illnesses and a few have a mental illness diagnosis. They are not at above normal risk for depression or dementia as determined by health records and admission assessment tests. Some residents use a variety of assisted mobility devices including scooters, wheelchairs, walkers, and canes. There are 56 apartments and a custom designed technology infrastructure which makes it a unique setting in which to test new and innovative approaches to the use of technology to detect illnesses. Motion sensor systems are currently deployed in 38 apartments (19 in the sensor study and 19 in the control group). There is IRB approval for this project and all residents participate in aging in place evaluations; therefore, each resident provides informed consent for the use of their health assessment information which is collected in the electronic health record maintained for this project. The case studies were drawn from this sample.

**Technology**

This research project used an integrated sensor network system consisting of six essential components (Figure 4): (i) a passive physiological sensor network with data monitor and motion sensors, stove sensors, and bed sensor; (ii) an event-driven, video sensor network that hides identifying features of the residents, through the use of a voxel character, (iii) a reasoning engine that combines sensor and video data and analyzes patterns of behavioral activity, (iv) a flexible alert manager, (v) a component for providing customization of sensor configuration, alert specification, and data access for each resident, and (vi) a database.
server and web interface that provides interactive retrieval and visualization of the sensor data. The system is non-invasive and uses simple, low-cost sensor technologies coupled with specialized mathematical filtering and analysis. Passive infrared (PIR) motion sensors are installed to detect presence in a particular room (for instance, bathroom or kitchen) as well as for specific activities. For example, a motion sensor installed on the ceiling above the shower detects showering activity; motion sensors installed discretely in cabinets and refrigerator detect kitchen activity such as food preparation; one installed on the ceiling above the outside doorway detects exit activity. Through previous research, the PIR motion sensors are proven to be an effective and convenient way to monitor activity in a non-obtrusive manner.

Activity density map
The main aim of our research is to measure patterns of movement and activity at a baseline and then to capture changes in these patterns that may be indicative of changes in physical and mental health functioning. The activity density map is one of the web-based visual representations of movement and activity that is developed from the data obtained from the sensor network system. Both motion activity density and time away from home were captured using the visualization tool of a density map. In a motion-density map, different colors represent different levels of density in the motion sensor data. The density $d$ is computed as the number of all motion sensor hits $s$ during an hour divided by time at home during that hour, $t$. The density is defined as $d=s/t$.

Motion sensors generate events every 7 seconds if continuous motion is detected. Our lab tests captured one-sensor density values ranging from 14 hits/hour for near motionless sitting to over 300 hits/hour for pacing. The visualization results in a graphic representation of movement in the apartment including location of the movement, intensity of the movement, and a time recording of when the movement occurred.

In Figure 4, the X-axis shows hours in a day; the Y-axis shows days in a month. Black cells represent time away from home. Shaded cells designate density levels ranging from 50 (gray) to 150 (yellow) to 300 (green) to 550 hits/hour (blue). White indicates that no sensors were fired, therefore, there is no movement. This mapping technique measures the intensity of the activity or movement in the area as well. It has the capability of differentiating between no activity to some activity to moderate activity to heavy activity and can depict the day and time in which the activity took place. This system also hides identifying features of the resident through the unique mapping display.

In addition to the color mapping, we developed a line graph of daily activities which displays the amount of movement that occurs in the living environment over time with the X-axis representing the numerical computation of sensor hits and the Y-axis representing time in two-week increments. Through using this passive sensor system, our research team has been able to identify health events and we found several cases of early illness detection. From our preliminary work, we have observed that the sensor data is capable of tracking changes in activity related to illness such as congestive heart failure, stroke, and others. Our attention now turns to the use of this technology for management of dementia and depression since both of these mental illnesses are prevalent in the older adult population.

Certain types of activity pattern changes are classically associated with depression and dementia. These changes in activity patterns are similar for both illnesses and include increases and decreases in movement within living areas, wandering or puttering behavior, changes in eating patterns, changes in self-care, and changes in social activity, to name a few. Due to the similar activity changes associated with each of these illnesses, we screened for both simultaneously. Using the Early Illness Detection Model, our hypothesis asserts that the sensor system will alert...
An example of a density map showing a resident with a decline in mental status is depicted in Figure 5a. The figure depicts monthly activity density maps that illustrate changes in activity level and time out of the apartment as this resident’s dementia progressed. The first map (left) indicates that the resident was quite active. The black boxes show that this resident went out of the apartment frequently, and the color of the density map indicates a very high activity level. The second map (center) indicates less movement inside and outside of the apartment. The maps illustrate this resident’s active life before the cognitive decline and more sedentary life following the dementia diagnosis.

**Health assessment records**

Health and mental health screenings are conducted on each resident every 6 months using standard assessment instruments. The following instruments were used as part of the resident health assessment record:

(i) Geriatric Depression Scale-Short Form (GDS-15) - This shortened version was developed by Sheikh and Yesavage and contains 15 items that had the highest correlation with depressive symptoms (r=0.84). It is a self-rating screening test for depression in older adults, intended primarily for clinical applications. The higher the score, the greater the likelihood that the patient has depression. Its psychometric properties have been tested in a variety of studies with differing results. Overall the scale has been found to have sufficient reliability and validity. Scores of five or more indicate that depression is present.

(ii) Mini Mental State Exam (MMSE) – This instrument is a 30 item assessment tool with 6 subscales measures of mental status that assesses orientation, concentration, serial subtraction, immediate and delayed verbal memory, language, 3-step praxis, and ability to copy geometric design. A low score indicates cognitive impairment may be present. Its test-retest reliability has been reported at r=0.89 and r=0.99. A normal score is considered 24 or higher with some variability for education level.

(iii) Short Form Health Survey (SF-12) – This instrument is a shortened version of the Rand 36 item Health Survey. It is used to measure perceptions of general health and mental health (SF-12-MH). The scale is based on 0-100 points. Higher scores indicate higher perceived health and mental health wellness. Psychometric test results have been varied; overall it has been found to have good reliability and validity.

Scores obtained from these instruments were compared with the density map sensor data to determine if changes in the density maps were congruent with the resident health assessments.

**Retrospective analysis**

Using a retrospective case by case analysis approach, the density maps were compared with the health assessment record to determine congruence between the activity pattern changes and the health information. Both the health assessment data and the density map data were examined from past records. Health assessments are given every 6 months. These assessments occur at different times for different residents depending on the resident’s date of admission to the facility. Upon entering the facility, each resident has an admission health assessment which is repeated at 6 month intervals. Activity data obtained from the density maps begins to be collected at the time the sensors are installed in a resident’s apartment and the resident consents to employ the sensors. Once the sensors are activated, data is collected continuously. Baseline activity patterns are determined through an examination of the data collected over time. In reviewing the data, normal patterns of activity emerge, along with deviations to these normal patterns. In our analysis, both the health assessment and density map data were examined to determine patterns and congruence within activity patterns and 6 month assessment scores. Our approach was employed to demonstrate the use of sensor mapping to depict activity pattern changes in relation to mental health. We used a case by case qualitative method of analysis to establish consistency in pattern changes between cases over time. Specifically, five case studies are presented (4 women, 1 man, aged 75-97 years), three in which there is a dual diagnosis of dementia and depression (Cases 1, 4 & 5), one in which the resident was diagnosed with Lewy Body dementia only (Case 2) and one in which the resident was diagnosed with depression only (Case 3). Assessment scores are summarized in a time matrix for all cases.

**Results**

**Case 1**

This concerns a resident with a diagnosis of depression and dementia, with multiple health problems (Figure 5a). The June 29–July 29, 2010 period is when the resident was the most active. It serves as the baseline in terms of activity and behavior. Typical behavior includes a lot of activity outside of the apartment including go-
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Figure 5. Activity density maps of residents with mental illnesses across three points in time. Vertical axis depicts time of day and the horizontal axis depicts day of the month. Color areas depict time and movement in apartment, black areas depict time out of the apartment.
The next density map (Figure 5a) is for the time period September 4–October 3, 2010. This map depicts an entirely different activity pattern. What is striking is the reduction in the black areas, and the prevalence of white and gray areas. The white and gray areas indicate little to no movement in the apartment. The increase in yellow areas means some moderate activity inside the apartment and also some attendant care. Scores for this period include: SF-12-MH=48 (worsened mental health), GDS-15=2 (slight depression), and MMSE=25 (some reduction in cognition). This resident typically withdraws when experiencing mental health changes and declines to participate in activities. The density map visualizes these very behavior changes. This density map depicts the resident’s decline.

The last density map in Figure 5a on this resident is from the period January 10–February 11, 2011 after health care intervention was complete. After receiving medication, medical treatment and counseling the resident is engaged once again in external activities and meals. While there are still gray and white areas, they are much more sporadic, and there are increasing patches of black. During this quarterly assessment: SF-12-MH=62 (improved mental health), GDS-15=1 (no sign of depression), and MMSE=29 (cognition improved).

Average time out per day per hour was 4.5 at baseline. At time 2, there is a decrease to 0.4 which depicts the decline. At time 3, there is an increase to 3.3 after health interventions were complete. Average density per hour for hours at home was 44.1 at baseline, 38.5 at time 2 when there was a status decline, and then an increase to 65.4 at time 3, after the health interventions. At time 3, this resident is reengaging in social activities and is more productive and active at home. Density map and health scores are congruent. The density map depicts decline, improvement and time away from home.

**Case 2**

This case study concerned a resident diagnosed with Lewy Body dementia. The resident lives alone in the apartment (Figure 5b). There is a strong support network including a daughter who visits daily. The resident receives attendant care which can be observed by the blue areas at the beginning of the day. We are able to discern that this is attendant care activity because the movement in the apartment is more intense than usual. Despite the support both from family and from the living environment, this resident experienced an exacerbation of the illness in 2010. The resident was hospitalized and upon returning, began to understand the reality of the diagnosis. This exacerbation and realization was followed by a low mood period in which the resident presented as depressed. At this time, a referral was made to a mental health expert.

The first density map is for the period of April 2, 2010–May 2, 2010. This case starts with a map that indicates decline to depict how the technology can track decline and then improvement. There are areas of yellow and green which depicts moderate activity, particularly around meal time. There are periods of white indicating no movement. This resident watches several TV shows, and this accounts for some of the low movement. There are few black areas, and when they occur, they are short, indicating that the resident is not venturing out of the apartment much, and when the resident does venture out, there is a prompt return back to the apartment. Before the hospitalization, the resident enjoyed leaving her apartment frequently, so, for this resident this activity pattern is atypical. Normally, there is much movement and walking about the corridors of the facility. The resident is typically social and attends a variety of activities. Initial health assessment scores: SF-12-MH=38, GDS-15=9, and MMSE=22.

During the July 24–August 19, 2010 period the resident’s mood has improved as the resident learns how to adjust and cope with the diagnosis (Figure 5b). The resident received counseling and there was a medication adjustment made by her physician. During this period, the resident expressed determination to retain as much physical and mental functioning for as long as possible. There is a return to walking around the corridors, although the walking periods are shorter. The resident tries to attend as many activities as health permits. The black areas have increased both in frequency and duration (Figure 5b). The
activity in the apartment has increased and there are more blue areas again indicating attendant care activity. The white areas depicting no movement are still present, however, there are fewer of them and of shorter duration. The resident is spending less time in the apartment watching TV and more time out of the apartment attending activities. The health assessment scores for this period are: SF-12-MH=53, GDS-15=2, and MMSE=18. These scores indicate the resident’s cognition has declined, which is expected for persons with this diagnosis. However, there was improvement in the GDS-15 and SF-12-MH depression scores of this resident following treatment. The changes in activity patterns within the density maps are consistent with the lessening of depressive symptoms. This resident was able to live independently and coped with the functional decline with increased support and assistance.

The last map (Figure 5b) on this resident is for the period April 11, 2011–May 11, 2011. As the Lewy Body dementia progressed, the resident’s activity patterns changed. There is less outside activity as the resident’s mobility became more difficult. However, the resident is managing to go outside of the apartment. There is more activity and attendant care provided in the apartment as depicted by the increases in green and blue. Health assessment scores for this period are: SF-12-MH=55 (improved mental health), GDS-15=7 (more depressed), and MMSE=16, indicating another decline in cognitive functioning.

Average time out was estimated to be 0.8 at time 1, point of decline, which increased to 1.8 at time 2, immediately after health care intervention. As time progressed there is a decrease to 1.5 at time 3, which is in line with the expected progressive nature of the illness. The average density per hour for hours at home was the lowest at the point of decline or time 1 at 97.5. After health care intervention, at time 2, the density increased to 110.4, and at time 3, we see another increase to 129.4. The density results depict more movement in the apartment over time, partly as a result of the resident moving around more, and partly due to the increase in attendant care as the disease process progresses. This case was purposely examined with the first point in time indicating a decline due to the fact that Lewy Body Dementia quickly progresses. This case provides a rare opportunity to view improvement and stabilization from time 1 to time 3.

Case 3
The density map of the third case concerns a resident with a diagnosis and history of depression which has been managed and followed by a geriatric psychiatrist (Figure 5c). The typical pattern of activity for this resident includes many hours a day spent away from the apartment. This resident attends activities within the facility and outside the facility. The hours away are represented by the black areas on the density map. During the time period of August 17, 2009–September 18, 2009, the resident’s density map shows a typical pattern of activity. The resident ventures out of the apartment consistently for breakfast and dinner, and participates in a variety of activities after breakfast. When in the apartment, the resident typically reads or watches TV, taking an occasional nap. These activities explain the white areas in the density map. Major grooming and showering activity occurs in the evening hours and this pattern is captured by the yellow areas at the end of the day. The resident’s assessment scores are: SF-12-MH=51, GDS=6, and MMSE=29.

The next density map in figure 5c is for the period of March 26–April 25, 2010. This density map is different and depicts changes in activity patterns. Due to a number of personal losses, this resident experienced an exacerbation of the depression. Low energy was reported which resulted in less movement out of the apartment. The resident withdrew to the apartment, and indicated being too tired to go out or participate in activities. The resident had trouble eating and stopped going to the dining room. In this density map, there is a noticeable reduction of black areas. There is an increase in yellow, and green areas which are a result of an increased presence and activity in the apartment, and visits from care providers. The resident’s assessment scores for this period are: SF-12-MH=48 (worsened mental health), GDS-15=6 (no change), and MMSE=22 (decreased cognition). The resident’s assessment scores have decreased or remained the same for this period. It is important to point out that exacerbations of depressive illness can impact memory, which is how the depression presented itself in this case.

The next density map in Figure 4c is for the period October 1–October 31, 2010. This period in time is after the resident received treatment for the depression including a medication change, counseling, and increased certified nursing assistant (CNA) visits for socialization. There is much more activity in the resident’s apartment during the early morning hours depicted by the yellow colors followed by black areas when the resident goes to the dining area for breakfast. The black areas have increased once again, indicating more movement outside of the apartment. The resident’s participation in outside activities increased as did meal attendance in the dining room. There is the occasional visit by family depicted by the aqua colors in the map. Medical assessment
scores for this period are: SF-12-MH=50 (improved), GDS-15=6 (no change), and MMSE=27 (improved cognition). The residents’ assessment scores have improved or remained the same for this time period. It is not surprising that the GDS scores were consistent since the resident has been taking antidepressant medication for many years.

The average time out score at baseline was 3.3 which then declined to 0.4 at time of decline in mental health status. After receiving treatment, the average time out scores increased to 3.1. These numbers support that after treatment, the resident became more active outside of the home. The average density per hour was 24.2 at baseline which increased to 32.1 at time of decline and further increased to 76.9 after mental health treatment was obtained. These particular results can be explained by the fact that more care was provided to this resident during time 2 through time 3, and the resident spent more time in the apartment at time 2 and time 3.

Case 4
The next case study is of a resident who was assessed for depression and dementia (Figure 5d). The first density map records movements in and out of the apartment during the period of September 28, 2009–October 28, 2009. As can be observed from this typical pattern, when the resident is in the apartment, there is low activity as depicted by the gray and white areas in the map. There is only one patch of color during this time period. There are many black areas indicating movement out of the apartment and this resident spends a lot of time out of the apartment, participating in breakfast and dinner in the dining room areas, and activities both in and out of the facility throughout the day. Typically this resident loves to move around. Baseline health assessment information was obtained by proxy of two health care providers who provided health care to this resident. The resident’s medical scores are: SF-12-MH=59, GDS-15=2, and MMSE=30.

The next density map of this resident is in a different snapshot of time: February 2, 2010–March 2, 2010. The resident’s physical functioning has declined and low mood is present. Health assessment scores for this period are: SF-12-MH=21 (strongly declined), GDS-15=9 (depression worsened), and MMSE=23 (cognition further impaired). During this time period, there is a large reduction in time spent outside of the apartment. Meals are not consistently taken in the dining areas and the resident is attending fewer and fewer external activities. There is more intensity of movement in the apartment throughout the day and the map contains more yellow areas from light to darker and one green area. This reflects more activities being done in the apartment and more visits from family and care providers occurred during this period. As activity declined, the medical team recommended intensive rehabilitation treatment and this resident was hospitalized, with the goal of a return to the apartment at a higher functioning level.

The next figure is of a density map on this same resident post hospitalization from April 26, 2010–May 26, 2010. There is more movement in and out of the apartment as depicted by the black areas. This resident’s mood and cognition improved after her hospitalization as indicated by her health assessment scores: SF-12-MH=55, GDS-15=2, and MMSE=28, indicating an improvement in both mood and cognition. However, the density map also has more yellow and green areas which indicate more intense movement within the apartment. Some of the increased movement is due to the resident receiving some attendant care in the morning. The resident’s physical functioning declined during this period to a 38 on the SF-12-Physical.

The more intense movement in the apartment is due to increased attendant care provided to this resident to assist her post hospitalization. The average density per hour figures support this more intense movement from time 1, where the baseline was 9 to time 2, where there is an increase to 26, and after treatment, there continues to be an increase in apartment activity to 31. With the changes in the average density, there were also changes in the average time out scores. The resident’s baseline at time 1 was 4.2, which lowered to 1.7 at time of decline. After intervention and hospitalization, the average time out increased to 31.3, which is an improvement, however, a decline from the baseline. The average time out at time 3 is this resident’s new baseline.

Case 5
This case study is of a resident with a history of dementia and depression as well as several health conditions including peripheral vascular disease, and later on the resident had a severe leg laceration (Figure 5e).The first density map is for the period October 3–November 3, 2009. This map indicates a baseline pattern of activity for this resident. The resident’s typical behavior is to primarily stay out of the apartment, as can be noted by the numerous black areas in the density map. The resident enjoys sitting in the lounge area, attending activities, and taking meals in the dining room. The resident is not in this apartment very much and when there, the door is frequently left open. The resident is a social, outgoing person. The assessment scores for this resident were obtained by proxy of two
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health care providers who provided hands on care to this resident. The assessment scores are: SF-12-MH=58, GDS-15=2, and MMSE=30, indicating overall good mental health with no evidence of depression or dementia.

The next density map is for the period January 1–January 31, 2010. At this time, the resident is experiencing increased dementia and anxiety. There is a fall which results in a tear to the skin, and a trip to the hospital. The resident returns to the apartment and there are altered and noticeable mental health changes. The resident withdraws to the apartment and reduces activity outside of the apartment. There is a marked decrease in the black areas in the density map and when they do occur, they are around lunch time. There is not much movement in the apartment as indicated by the gray areas in the density map. Yellow areas appear in this map, which indicate more attendant care being provided to this resident. The assessment scores for this period are: SF-12-MH=28, GDS-15=10 and MMSE=27. The resident was hospitalized several times. Intervention included a medication change, counseling, and an increase in socialization visits by the nursing staff.

The last density map on the resident is for the period January 11–February 11, 2011. After many medical treatments, the resident’s condition stabilizes, and while the activity does not return to baseline, there is improvement in venturing out of the apartment, depicted by a return of some of the black areas. Movement in the apartment and attendant care has increased as noted by more yellow and blue areas. The resident experienced more physical and cognitive decline during this period requiring more assistance with her activities of daily living. Assessment scores for this period are: SF-12-MH=49 (improved mental health), GDS-15=2 (improved mood), and MMSE=23 (decline in cognitive functioning).

The steady decline is also apparent when examining the average time out scores which were a 4.9 at baseline, and then declining to a 0.2 at time 2, and then increasing to a 1.7 at time 3 after treatment was received. While the resident improved, the mental status continued to decline as indicated by the MMSE scores. Average density continued to increase from the baseline of 8.3. At time 2, the average density is 37.7, which then increases to 43.2 at time 3. This increase is a reflection of increased attendant care, and increased family involvement as the resident’s physical and mental status continued to decline.

Overview

The descriptive time matrix depicts the changes in the health assessment data, and density maps including average time away from home, and average density per day in home across three points in time (Table 1). It captures the trends and similarities across cases. Our data indicate that measuring a baseline of activity while older adults are still active and healthy assists in the recognition of changes in patterns of activity for four cases. In Case 2, a new baseline was developed after treatment. In all five cases the density maps depicted both declines and improvements, and there was congruence with mental health assessment scores. The most striking features of the density maps are the capability to display and record changes in time away from home which can be an indication of changes in social and recreational behaviors; and the capability to display and record changes in activity inside the home which can be an indication of changes in the older adults’ behavior in relation to self-care and household activities. Even with these overarching trends in the mapping, for every resident, the patterns are different which is to be expected since people have different routines, different types of movement, and different preferences for activity. Therefore each person has a different level of normal based on these individual characteristics.

Discussion

These case studies demonstrate the potential that sensor technology has to augment traditional

Table 1. Time matrix of the five cases; T1, T2, T3= different consecutive assessment times; SF-12-MH= Short Form Health Survey -12 items; GDS-15=15-items Geriatric Depression Scale; MMSE=Mini Mental State Exam; ATO=Average time out/day/hour; AD=Average density for hours at home/hour

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Case</th>
<th>T1 - first map</th>
<th>T2 – second map</th>
<th>T3 – third map</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SF-12-MH</td>
<td></td>
<td>63.08 37.87 51.32 59.02 57.96</td>
<td>48 53.04 48.45 20.55 28.09</td>
<td>62 54.6 49.84 54.85 48.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDS-15</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 9 6 2 2</td>
<td>2 6 9 10</td>
<td>1 7 6 2 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMSE</td>
<td></td>
<td>27 22 29 30 30</td>
<td>25 18 22 23 27</td>
<td>29 16 27 28 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATO</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.48 0.77 3.33 4.23 4.85</td>
<td>0.43 1.80 0.38 1.70 0.24</td>
<td>3.31 1.47 3.07 3.38 1.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD</td>
<td></td>
<td>44.07 97.47 24.18 8.65 8.25</td>
<td>38.49 110.41 32.08 25.86 37.66</td>
<td>65.38 129.36 76.88 31.31 43.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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healthcare assessments and nurse care coordination. What is striking about the case by case analysis are the patterns displayed by the density maps depicting changes in movement in and out of the apartment for both the diagnoses of dementia and depression. Also the reduction of activity inside of the apartment at the time of an exacerbation of illness is evident for both mental health conditions. Another observation is the noticeable changes that occurred after medical intervention and treatment. As indicated by the density maps, residents’ movement increased after receiving assistance. It can be observed that there was more movement at home in some cases which is due in part to increased attendant care.

In the retrospective analysis, patterns of activity changes can be observed which coincide with exacerbations of mental illnesses (sometimes alongside co-morbid medical conditions) as verified by the health assessment data for these five cases. As good as can be determined from comparing existing records to the density maps, intuitively, the maps are depicting typical behavior that would be associated with recorded scores. In addition, the patterns of activity changes coincide with scores that indicate improvement in mental health functioning.

Density map changes could be used in the future to provide an early warning to prompt health care providers to conduct mental health assessments and intervene to prevent or delay changes in mental health status. The density maps could also be used to monitor recovery after a hospitalization or significant health event. The density maps also can indicate the presence of a care provider if movements are spread apart or if the maps are displaying a higher density than what is normal. Our study also demonstrated that improvements in mental health conditions, as indicated by the health assessments are observed in the density maps in terms of changes in activity patterns. This method is meant to be an assistive tool for clinicians. It assumes that the clinician knows something about the resident, and what might be typical and atypical activity patterns.

There are limitations with this study. First, the sample size is small, and the results cannot be generalized to the larger public. Larger studies and additional case analyses may yield different results. Secondly, the analysis employed a retrospective analysis in which the health status of the residents is already known. Continued research in this area using prospective analysis will be a better measure of the usefulness of this technology in depicting early events. Thirdly, not all of the cases presented had health assessment information available for the baseline periods presented in the paper, although assessment information was provided during periods of activity pattern changes. Finally, the health assessments on all residents were completed by different health care providers, and sometimes across health care disciplines. This factor may have affected the way the health assessments were conducted. Even with these limitations, the preliminary results are promising.

Conclusion

New methods for monitoring the onset of dementia and depression are needed that are easy to use and unobtrusive. This study reports on a new innovative approach to early illness detection and management of these chronic mental health disorders using inexpensive sensors embedded in living environments. The first step in determining the usefulness of this approach is a retrospective approach. The next step will be to conduct a prospective study. As shown in the case studies, our vision is that this technology could eventually be used in community based settings, senior housing and private homes to enhance aging-in-place.

Examining patterns of activity level allows us to follow the onset and progression of dementia and depression since research indicates activity changes with advancement of these conditions. Furthermore, the severity of the symptoms of dementia and depression could be decreased and/or delayed, and ultimately assist older adults to successfully age-in-place and avoid premature institutionalization. Finding the means to enhance early detection leading to early intervention is essential to the promotion of independence and aging in place for older adults.
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